Abstract-This paper proposes the posterior linearization backward simultaneous localization and mapping (PLB-SLAM) algorithm for batch SLAM problems. Based on motion and landmark measurements, we aim to estimate the trajectory of the mobile agent and the landmark positions using an approximate RaoBlackwellized Monte Carlo solution, as in FastSLAM. PLB-SLAM improves the accuracy of current FastSLAM solutions due to two key aspects: smoothing of the trajectory distribution via backward trajectory simulation and the use of iterated posterior linearization to obtain Gaussian approximations of the distribution of the landmarks. PLB-SLAM is assessed via numerical simulations and real experiments for indoor localization and mapping of radio beacons using a smartphone, Bluetooth beacons, and Wi-Fi access points.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
IMULTANEOUS localisation and mapping (SLAM) consists of inferring the states of a mobile agent and static landmarks based on sensor measurements, which can be taken by the mobile agent and/or the landmarks, depending on the application. SLAM was developed in the robotics area [1] but also has important applications in related fields such as computer vision [2] , [3] , autonomous driving [4] , unmanned aerial vehicles [5] , and target tracking and localisation [6] , [7] . With the widespread use of smartphones and ubiquitous radio beacons, such as Wi-Fi access points, Bluetooth beacons and radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags [8] - [13] , SLAM techniques can also be used to localise a smartphone (agent) and map these signal sources (landmarks). This application of SLAM is specially important in indoor localisation, where global positioning system does not work well.
The SLAM problem is usually posed in a Bayesian framework [1] . Here, all information regarding the agent trajectory and the map is given by the conditional density of the agent trajectory and the map given the measurements, which is referred to as posterior density. In practice, due to non-Gaussian/nonlinear models, this density cannot be calculated in closed-form so it is approximated. An a priori simpler option is to just focus on the marginal posterior density of the agent state at the current time, instead of the trajectory, and the map. This marginal posterior density considers a variable with lower dimensionality (agent state at the current time vs. trajectory) but contains less information than the posterior density that includes the trajectory. The marginal posterior can be approximated using Bayesian filtering techniques [14] , such as the extended Kalman filter (EKF), as in EKF-SLAM [1] , or the unscented Kalman filter (UKF), as in UKF-SLAM [15] . Nevertheless, the posterior density over the trajectory and the map factorises in a way that is quite appealing for computation. Given the agent trajectory and the measurements, the density of each landmark becomes independent of the rest [16] , [17] . FastSLAM exploits this factorisation by using an approximate Rao-Blackwellised particle filter [18] . In this algorithm, the posterior density over the trajectory is represented by weighted trajectory samples, and, for each trajectory sample, the density of the landmark is approximated as a Gaussian, which can be obtained using Gaussian filtering methods such as the EKF [16] , [17] or the UKF [19] .
In fact, these Gaussian filters approximate the nonlinear functions as affine functions plus Gaussian noise, which represents the linearisation error [20] . For example, the EKF linearises the measurement function while filtering using Taylor series around the predicted mean, while the UKF linearises the measurement function using statistical linear regression (SLR) with respect to the predicted density. The quality of the FastSLAM approximation therefore depends on how accurately the particles represent the trajectory posterior and how accurately the measurement functions are linearised for each trajectory sample. However, neither of these two types of approximations in FastSLAM properly takes into account all measurements when performing these approximations so there is room for improvement. First, particle filters severely suffer from path degeneracy for long time sequences [18] . That is, for long enough time sequences, all trajectory samples have one single ancestor at some point in the past. Second, the measurement function linearisations used by Kalman-filter-type algorithms, such as the EKF or UKF, do not take into account all received measurements [20] .
In this paper, we address the two above-mentioned weaknesses of FastSLAM in a batch solution to the SLAM problem, in which the considered time frame is fixed. We first propose the use of backward simulation, which is based on running a particle filter forward and then a backward pass, to obtain nondegenerate trajectory samples [21] - [23] . Backward simulation for SLAM was used in [24] , though only for linear measurement models. An approximate Rao-Blackwellised smoother for nonlinear models is introduced in [22] , although the solution requires the introduction of artificial priors. Instead, in this paper, we develop a backward simulator for SLAM that aims to use the optimal linearisations of the nonlinear measurement functions in mean square error sense for each trajectory sample, without artificial priors. This linearisation will turn out to be essential for accurate landmark estimation.
That is, once we have addressed the problem of trajectory degeneracy using backward simulation, approximate RaoBlackwellisation requires the linearisation of the measurement functions for the new trajectory samples. In this paper, we propose the use of the posterior linearisation technique [20] , [25] to select such a linearisation. In posterior linearisation, the idea is to obtain the best possible linearisation of the nonlinear functions in a mean square error sense by taking all measurements into account. The linearisation parameters and the Gaussian noise, which characterises the approximation error, are given by SLR with respect to the posterior. Since we do not have access to the posterior, practical posterior linearisation techniques use an iterated scheme, in which we linearise the nonlinearities with respect to the current posterior approximation to obtain a new posterior approximation, which will be used in the next iteration.
The resulting SLAM algorithm that integrates backward simulation and posterior linearisation is referred to as posterior linearisation backward SLAM (PLB-SLAM). PLB-SLAM is analysed in numerical simulations and in real indoor experiments in which we apply SLAM to track a pedestrian holding a smartphone and map the locations of Bluetooth beacons and Wi-Fi access points.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. We formulate the problem in Section II. We review FastSLAM implementations based on sigma-points in Section III. Posterior linearisation backward SLAM is explained in Section IV. We show simulation and experimental results in Sections V and VI, respectively. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper, we aim to estimate the (mobile) agent state at all time steps and the landmark positions given all measurements taken by the agent. We pose this problem in the Bayesian framework in Section II-A and explain the type of solution we seek in this paper in Section II-B.
A. SLAM Problem
The agent state at time k is x k ∈ R n x , which usually contains kinematic information such as position and velocity in a 2-D or 3-D environment. Furthermore, we assume there are M landmarks such that the multi-landmark state is m
T , where m j ∈ R n m is the state of the jth landmark, which usually denotes its position. At each time step, the agent takes a measurement of each landmark and we assume that the correspondence between measurements and landmarks is known [16] . For instance, this association is known if landmarks are beacons or Wi-Fi access points, as in our experimental set-up in Section VI.
The measurement z
where h(·) is a given function and r j k is independent zeromean Gaussian noise with covariance matrix R j k . This measurement model gives rise to the likelihood p(z
T represents all landmark measurements at time k, and measurements z j k are conditionally independent given x k and m j . In addition, we assume that, at time k, we have a motion/odometry measurement y k ∈ R n y of the form
where h y (·) is a function and η k are independent zeromean Gaussian noises with covariance matrix Θ. This measurement model gives rise to the likelihood p(
, Θ) and we assume it is independent of the rest of the measurements given x k and x k−1 .
We also assume that the agent moves with a transition density p(x k | x k−1 ) and that at time 0 the agent state and landmarks are independent with densities p(x 0 ) and
respectively. Given the measurements up to the final time step K, our objective is to compute the posterior PDF of the agent trajectory
T and landmarks. This density is given by Bayes' rule
where ∝ denotes proportionality, and all the densities on the right-hand side of this equation are part of the problem formulation.
Computing (4) is intractable for nonlinear/non-Gaussian systems so we require approximations. In this paper, we pursue approximations that make use of the factorisation
where the distribution of m is conditionally independent of y 1:K given x 1:K . As in FastSLAM [16] , [17] , this factorisation is of interest as the distribution of the map given the measurements and agent trajectory is made of independent PDFs over the landmarks
This independence property is beneficial from a computational point of view as it lowers the number of parameters of the landmark distribution compared to a joint distribution of the landmarks [1] . In addition, using Bayes' rule for each factor in (6) yields
where p m j | x 1:K = p m j as the landmark positions and agent trajectory are a priori independent, see (4) . Therefore, the posterior distribution for landmark j given the agent trajectory can be obtained by considering the prior and updating it with K likelihoods p(z
B. Considered Solution
In this subsection, we explain the type of approximations we consider to approximate (4) . As in FastSLAM, we aim to have a Monte Carlo approximation to p (
where δ (·) is the Dirac delta, x i 0:K is the ith trajectory particle at time K, w i K is its weight and N is the number of particles. Then, using (7), for each trajectory x i 0:K , the posterior PDF of landmark j is
which can be calculated by updating p m j , which is given in (3), using the measurement model (1) with known agent trajectory x i 0:K . Due to the nonlinear measurement functions, each of the updates in (9) does not have a closed-form expression. One way to deal with nonlinearities in Gaussian updates is to approximate the nonlinear functions as affine functions with additive noise [20] . Then, we consider the approximation
where
is a zeromean Gaussian noise with covariance matrix
Then, under approximation (10), the posterior PDF of landmark j, see (9) 
where k goes from 1 to K, m
Finally, the joint posterior approximation becomes
It should be noted that, in this type of solution to the SLAM problem, the accuracy of the approximation of the posterior (15) only depends on how we obtain the Monte Carlo approximation (8) (10) . In this work, we will provide a way of selecting these parameters that outperforms the previous methods in the literature. Before doing so, we proceed to briefly review statistical linear regression and how other approaches in the literature obtain the approximations (8) and (10) .
C. Background Work
In the original FastSLAM algorithm [16] , the Monte Carlo samples (8) are obtained via sequential Monte Carlo sampling using an importance density that samples from the transition density p (x k | x k−1 ), performing smoothing while filtering [26] . In addition, FastSLAM sets Ω [14] . In FastSLAM 2.0 [17] , the importance density is changed so that the current measurement is taken into account to draw new samples but the parameters of the approximation (10) are chosen in the same way as in FastSLAM.
In unscented FastSLAM [19] , which will be explained thoroughly in the next section, H k are selected using SLR, which will be explained in Section III-A, with respect to the predicted densities at each time step using the unscented transform. This is equivalent to the choice of measurement linearisation parameters of the UKF, see [20, Sec. II .A] for a full discussion on how different nonlinear Kalman filters select the parameters of the measurement linearisation at each update step. In unscented FastSLAM, the current measurement is also taken into account in the importance density to draw new particles. Apart from the unscented transform, we can use other sigma-point methods [28] , [29] .
However, there are two drawbacks of the above mentioned FastSLAM methods: r D1: Trajectory samples degenerate for long time sequences. For long enough trajectories, all trajectory samples will have a common ancestor in the past due to the use of a particle filter to draw the samples. does not take into account knowledge of all measurements. Therefore, all available information is not considered to choose the parameters that determine the quality of the posterior approximation. In this work, we propose a batch solution to SLAM that tackles D1 and D2. We address D1 by using particle smoothing by backward simulation, whose benefits compared to forward filtering become more significant for long sequences (high K). We address D2 by using posterior linearisation techniques, in which we use all available information to select the SLR parameters [20] , [25] . The improvement of posterior linearisation techniques compared to non-iterated Kalman filters, such as UKF, is expected to be higher for high nonlinearities and low measurement noise. In this case, non-iterated Kalman filters do not provide an accurate approximation of the posterior, as proved by the Kullback-Leibler divergence in [30] , but posterior linearisation can.
III. SIGMA-POINT FASTSLAM FILTERING ALGORITHM
In this section, we review two important concepts that are useful for the rest of the paper, SLR in Section III-A and a general sigma-point FastSLAM filtering algorithm, from an SLR perspective, in Section III-B.
A. Statistical Linear Regression
In this section we review SLR, which plays an important role in this paper.
Definition 1. Given a function h (·) and a PDF p (·) of a random vector, whose first two moments are x and P , the SLR of h (·) with respect to p (·) is given by [31] 
The approximation h (x) ≈ H + x + b + minimises the mean square error (MSE) with respect to p (·) and Ω + is the MSE 
-Approximate the moments (18)- (20) as (16)- (17).
matrix [31] . In general, the moments (18)- (20) cannot be computed in closed-form but they can be approximated using sigmapoint methods such as the unscented transform [27] .We first select n s sigma-points X 1 , ..., X n s and weights ω 1 , ..., ω n s , which match the moments x and P , according to a suitable sigma-point method [14] , [27] . Then, the SLR is performed as indicated in Algorithm 1.
B. FastSLAM Filtering Algorithm
In this section, we describe a general sigma-point FastSLAM filtering algorithm, because the first step of posterior linearisation backward SLAM is to run this type of algorithm.
FastSLAM assumes that, at time k − 1, we have a density of the form (15), but with time index k − 1 rather than K. The objective in FastSLAM is to approximate p(x 0:k , m | z 1:k , y 1:k ) in the same form as in (15) . We first need to obtain (weighted) samples from the PDF
The PDF (21) is sampled with an importance density q k (·), which can depend on current and past measurements. In order to apply sequential Monte Carlo sampling, the importance density factorises as
Then, we can draw a sample from q k (·) by drawing a sample from q k (x k | x 0:k−1 ) and appending it to a previous sample from q k−1 (·). The ith sample is denoted as
. The corresponding particle weight is given by
However, p z k | x i 0:k , z 1:k−1 does not admit a closed-form expression and is approximated as
where the Gaussian approximation is given in (15) . This integral can be solved by using the enabling approximation (10), where typical selections of
k−1 ) using sigma-points [19] , which usually deals better with nonlinearities than analytical linearisations [30] . Under approximation (10) , (23) has a closed-form expression given by
where S i,j k is given by (13) . Under approximation (10), we can also compute the updated distribution of each landmark and particle using the Kalman filter update
where m i,j k and P i,j k are computed using (11) and (12) . With (24), we can compute the updated weights (22) , to complete the update step. Finally, the pseudocode of sigma-point FastSLAM is given in Algorithm 2.
IV. POSTERIOR LINEARISATION BACKWARD SLAM
In this section, we propose the posterior linearisation backward SLAM (PLB-SLAM) algorithm to tackle drawbacks D1 and D2 of FastSLAM using a batch solution. The general idea of PLB-SLAM is to first run a forward pass, which consists of a sigma-point FastSLAM algorithm, explained in Section III-B. Then, we obtain non-degenerate trajectory samples using backward simulation, explained in Section IV-A. Finally, as indicated in Section IV-B, we use iterated posterior linearisation to obtain the approximation (10) for each trajectory sample. The steps of PLB-SLAM are summarised in Algorithm 3. Finally, a discussion on the applicability of PLB-SLAM is provided in Section IV-C.
A. Backward Simulation
Given the Rao-Backwellised Monte Carlo approximations to all the filtering distributions p (x 0:k , m | z 1:k , y 1:k ) for k = 0, . . . , K, which have the form (15), we can obtain nondegenerate, evenly weighted samples from p ( (22) . end for -Normalise particle weights and resample if necessary by calculating effective sampling size [14] . by performing backward simulation [21] , [22] . The backward simulation approximation is given by
whereÑ is the number of backward trajectories determined by the user andx i 0:K is the ith backward trajectory. In the considered solution to SLAM, we perform an approximate Rao-Blackwellisation for the landmark positions so we need to take this into account in backward simulation [22] . In the following, we provide two propositions that indicate how backward simulation is performed in our problem. 
Then, factor ξ i,j k in (28) is given by
by initialising them to l j K = 0 and L j K = 0. Proposition 3 is proved in Appendix B. Note that the two propositions, once the system is linearised and without taking into account the motion measurements, correspond to a particular case of more general Rao-Blackwellised linear smoothers [22] . Nevertheless, we include the detailed derivations due to the importance of the specific formulation in SLAM and to explicitly consider the motion measurements. The resulting backward trajectory simulator is summarised in Algorithm 4. It is important to notice, that once we have performed filtering, we can sample backward trajectories in parallel by running Algorithm 4 in different processing units. Obtaining each trajectory sample using Algorithm 4 has complexity O (KN ).
B. Posterior Linearisation for the Landmark Distributions
Given the trajectory samples obtained by backward simulation, the next step is to obtain the posterior distributions for the landmarks p m j |x i 0:K , z 1:K , y 1:K . As the trajectory samples in backward simulation are different from the ones obtained while filtering, we must compute the distribution of the landmarks for each new trajectory. Given the agent trajectory, the posterior distribution of each landmark is independent of the rest of the landmarks, as indicated by (6), so we can update each landmark independently. The posterior of a landmark given a trajectory sample is given by (9) , which can be computed in closed-form under the approximation (10).
For each trajectoryx 
and Ω i,j k is the mean square error matrix of the resulting approximation [20] :
where the previous expectations are taken w.r. . The problem is that posterior linearisation is intractable, as we require the posterior to approximate it. Nevertheless, we can apply posterior linearisation in an iterated fashion, as in the iterated posterior linearisation filter (IPLF) [20] . That is, since we do not have the posterior, we perform SLR with respect to the current approximation of the posterior. At the end of each iteration, we expect to obtain an improved approximation of the posterior which means that it can be used to obtain a better SLR at the next iteration. The steps of the IPLF for updating a landmark position are given in Algorithm 5, where iterations only change the parameters in (10) , not the prior. 
Algorithm 5 has a computational complexity O (KJ) and can be run in parallel for each trajectory sample and landmark. In addition, the for loop over all time steps in Algorithm 5 can be run in parallel, so it is quite suitable for parallel computing architectures, as the backward simulator in Section IV-A.
Finally, we would like to mention that posterior linearisation can also be applied while filtering in FastSLAM to select (10) , which is used to compute the particle weights and update the landmark distribution, see (24) and (25) . In other words, we can use the IPLF rather than a (non-iterated) sigma-point Kalman filter to select these parameters. However, for the received signal strength indicator measurements used in the experiments and simulations of the next section, the IPLF used in FastSLAM forward filtering did not improve performance, mainly due to possible multimodalities in the conditional PDFs of beacon positions that appear while filtering, but can be resolved in smoothing. Therefore, in the rest of this paper, we only consider the IPLF for updating the distribution of the landmarks for each backward trajectory sample.
C. Discussion on Applicability
PLB-SLAM has the limitation that it is computationally heavy for online, real-time estimation due to the use of Fast-SLAM and then the backward simulator. This limitation is important in many applications, for instance, if the agent, such as a robot, unmanned aerial vehicle, or a self-driving vehicle, must estimate its position and the map in real time to navigate through the environment. In these scenarios, it is more convenient to use FastSLAM or another online SLAM methods. Nevertheless, there are other SLAM applications in which a real-time algorithm is not required and accuracy is more important.
In particular, we highlight crowdsourced map estimation [32] . Here, an agent enters an area, estimates its position and maps the positions of the beacons/landmarks using SLAM. Once the agent leaves the area, the estimated map is uploaded to a database that can then be shared and updated by other agents that perform SLAM as well. Here, there is no real-time processing requirement when the agent uploads the map to the database. Therefore, the agent can use FastSLAM while moving in the area of interest and, then, when leaving the area, the agent can perform PLB-SLAM to attain a higher accuracy in map estimation. Another option is to run PLB-SLAM off-line in the cloud.
We would also like to clarify that backward simulation can be used to deal with SLAM based on occupancy grids [33] . However, the Rao-Blackwellised backward simulator and posterior linearisation use Gaussian distributions to represent the map given the trajectory, so their use is not intended for occupancygrid SLAM.
V. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we compare PLB-SLAM with previous sample-based SLAM solutions in a simulated scenario. In particular, we are especially interested in the accuracy of the estimated map, see Section IV-C. We have implemented the following sample-based SLAM algorithms: unscented Fast-SLAM and FastSLAM, which uses analytical linearisation (AL), which denotes a first-order Taylor series linearisation, instead of SLR, as in [16] . We have also implemented PLB-SLAM using AL rather than SLR to show the benefits of SLR. Moreover, we have implemented the iterated extended Kalman smoother (IEKS) [34] on the joint state defined by the agent and the map. The IEKS is a nonlinear least squares solver for the maximum a posteriori estimator, such as the algorithms in [35] , [36] .
A. Models
We consider that the state
T is the velocity vector. The agent moves with the nearly-constant velocity model
with ⊗ being the Kronecker product, I n the identity matrix of size n, τ is the sampling period and q is a parameter of the model. We consider the agent trajectory in Figure 1 , which contains 107 time steps with τ = 1 s. Density p (x 0 ) is Gaussian with a covariance matrix 0.01I 4 and its mean is drawn from a Gaussian PDF with mean the true initial state and covariance matrix 0.01I 4 at each Monte Carlo run.
Beacons are located at a constant height h b with respect to the agent. Beacon j measures the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) according to the exponential path loss model [37] . We assume that the motion measurement in (2) consists of differences in positions such that
where H y = ( 
B. Algorithm Implementation
In the forward FastSLAM filter, we need to determine the selection of H
k , the importance density, and the resampling procedure. As in unscented FastSLAM [19] , we select H
k by SLR of the measurement function w.r.t. the prior approximated using the unscented transform. In these implementations, we use the unscented transform with a weight 1/3 for the sigma-point at the mean [27] . For the backward trajectory samples, we refine the selection of H
k by using the IPLF with the same unscented transform, see Algorithm 5. We will show results considering 1, 5 and 10 iterations of the IPLF, where we should note that the case with 1 iteration corresponds to the UKF.
For the importance density, we use the optimal importance density [14] for the motion measurements, as it can be computed in closed-form, and is given by 
Substituting (40) into (22), the resulting updated weight is
where p z k | x i 0:k , z 1:k−1 is computed using (23)- (24) . For the resampling procedure, we perform resampling if the effective sampling size [14] is smaller than N/3. As a result, the forward filter of PLB-SLAM is a version of unscented FastSLAM, which is the basis for PLB-SLAM. Also, the forward filter of PLB-SLAM that uses AL instead of SLR is a version of FastSLAM where the EKF is used.
C. Results
In this section, we analyse the effect of backward simulation and the iterations of the IPLF on estimation performance. We evaluate the algorithms using Monte Carlo simulation with N mc = 300 runs. In each run, we draw new measurements and beacon positions from the prior. We use 300 particles both in filtering and in backward simulation. In order to illustrate the benefits of backward simulation, we show the trajectory samples for forward filtering and backward simulation for an exemplar Monte Carlo run in Figure 2 . In forward filtering, trajectories degenerate for past states so they do not represent the underlying uncertainty in the trajectories properly. Therefore, the beacon estimates, which depend on the trajectory samples, can be improved by using backward simulation, as trajectories do not degenerate for past states.
In the rest of the section, we analyse the errors in the estimation of the map and the trajectory so we proceed to explain how we compute them. Let m j,l andm j,l denote the true and estimated position of the jth landmark in the lth Monte Carlo run. The RMS error for the sensor position is defined as
where we have normalised by M so that the error is defined per sensor. Let p k denote the true position of the agent at time k and 
where we have normalised by K so that the error is defined with respect to one time step.
In Figure 3 , we show the RMS position error of the beacons for the algorithms against the number of IPLF iterations. As expected, the IEKS and forward FastSLAM reduce the error compared to the initial error, which is given by the prior uncertainty. Nevertheless, backward simulation and the use of the IPLF can significantly lower the error with respect to the IEKS and forward FastSLAM solutions. Within the first few iterations of the IPLF, the error is significantly lowered so it becomes clear the importance of the use of backward simulation and the IPLF for accurate beacon map estimation. Also, the use of SLR instead of AL to linearise the measurement model, which is expected to be beneficial as indicated in Section IV-B, has a major effect on performance.
We proceed to analyse the effect of varying the number of particles. We show the RMS error in trajectory and beacon estimates for the IEKS and 100, 200, 300 and 900 particles, both in filtering and backward simulation, in Table I . We first recall that the error in the trajectory estimates is independent of the IPLF iterations, as they are only performed to update the beacon positions for each backward trajectory sample. For all the particle numbers, backward simulation lowers the error of the trajectory estimate. In this scenario, the difference between forward and backward simulation for the trajectory estimates in error is slight, though backward trajectories represent the underlying uncertainty better, as can be seen in Figure 2 . The most important improvement for beacon location is obtained by the application of the IPLF in the backward trajectories. The RMS error in beacon positions is reduced up to a 50% compared to the forward FastSLAM filter and this happens for all the considered number of particles. In addition, the use of SLR outperforms the use of AL in beacon position estimation, as expected. IEKS performs better than particle based methods to estimate the trajectory, but its error in map estimation, which is relevant in SLAM applications, is remarkably higher than the error of PLB-SLAM. The running times of our Matlab implementations of the algorithms in a computer with a 3.5 GHz Intel Xeon E5 processor are given in Table II . IEKS has a remarkably low running time. However, as analysed before, its performance is rather low compared to the PLB-SLAM methods in terms of map estimation.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the proposed method PLB-SLAM is evaluated in two sets of experimental data. First, in Section VI-A, we consider controlled experiments involving Bluetooth beacons and a pedestrian with a smartphone as the mobile agent. These experiments were designed so that we know the location of the beacon positions (ground truth). This enables us to compute the error in the estimation, as in the simulation results.
In the second set of experiments, which are explained in Section VI-B, we consider experiments involving Wi-Fi access points and a pedestrian with a smartphone in a transport hub in Helsinki, Finland. The main objective of these experiments is to show applications in real scenarios, for instance, an accurate mapping of the Wi-Fi access points in a transport hub can be used to aid indoor localisation and guide travelers. In this case, there is no ground truth available so we cannot compute the errors. Nevertheless, we rank the different algorithms based on their resulting log-likelihoods on a test set. Better position estimates are expected to explain the data of a test set better, which results in a higher log-likelihood.
A. Controlled Bluetooth Beacons Experiments
In this section, we first discuss the setup of the experiments and then the results of the SLAM algorithms.
1) Setup:
In order to evaluate the error in map estimation, which is our main objective, we need to know the true positions of the beacons so we designed the following controlled experiment. We placed 10 Bluetooth beacons (Kontakt.io smart beacons) on tables in a canteen, as shown in Figure 4 , annotating their positions with the layout in Figure 5 . The mobile agent is a pedestrian carrying a smartphone (Huawei Nexus 6) measuring the RSSI from the device's Bluetooth transceiver as well as the motion through the smartphone's inertial measurement unit (IMU; Bosch BMI160). The RSSI measurements are assumed to follow the exponential path loss model in (38) . The measurement model parameters were calibrated for each beacon beforehand, and providing values quite similar to the ones in Section V-A. In our set-up, the Bluetooth beacons transmit their IDs asynchronously every 350 ms, so the smartphone can determine what RSSI measurements corresponds to each beacon and their timestamp. For simplicity, we synchronise the measurements using linear interpolation at every second.
The IMU measurements are used to provide the motion measurements for the proposed SLAM algorithm. The motion measurements are based on a pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR) algorithm that detects steps and estimates heading [38] - [40] . We used a step-detection algorithm based on the zero-crossings in the accelerometer signal [39] , [41] and estimated the step length l k using the Weinberg step length estimator [42] . The heading θ k is estimated by first rotating the gyroscope measurements from the IMU coordinate frame into the person's coordinate frame, using the gravity reference vector from the accelerometer, and subsequent integration, similar to [39] . This procedure yields measurements of the change in position
where the function h y (·) of the measurement model (2) is given by (39) . Finally, the PDR as well as the RSSI data was linearly interpolated to obtain uniformly sampled measurements with a sampling time of 1 s.
Based on the setup in Figure 5 , five different experiments were made. In each experiment, the anchor points shown in Figure 5 were used such that the walking path consisted of straight segments between two of these points. Reference trajectories were then calculated for each experiment by extracting the timestamps when the anchor points were passed and linking them with straight movements with constant velocity. The different Fig. 6 . Estimates for beacon positions in experiment 1 (top) using PDR based on the anchor positions (bottom) using smartphone PDR. The prior mean for all beacons is the same. Overall, both forward FastSLAM filtering and PLB-SLAM improve the beacon locations, and PLB-SLAM is more accurate in RMS sense, see Table IV. trajectories are listed in Table III . An important benefit of having these accurate reference trajectories is that, apart from the PDR based on the smartphone IMU, we can also obtain a PDR based on reference trajectories and evaluate the algorithms independently of the step-detection system, which is not the topic of this paper. The PDR measurement y k based on anchor points is obtained by using (39) with the corresponding reference trajectory.
2) Results:
In the experiments, we use the same dynamic and measurement models and filter parameters for PLB-SLAM as in Section V, which consider 300 particles in filtering and smoothing. We first analyse Experiment 1, whose trajectory can be found in Table III . This trajectory, reconstructed using the anchor points and the simulated motion measurements explained in the previous subsection, is in fact the trajectory in Figure 1 , which was used in the simulations in Section V.
We show the estimated beacon positions for forward Fast-SLAM filtering and PLB-SLAM (with SLR) with 5 iterations in the IPLF in Figure 6 . For both types of motion measurements, FastSLAM and PLB-SLAM satisfactorily improve the locations of all the beacons, except for beacon 8, see Figure 5 . Nevertheless, PLB-SLAM is able to provide more accurate results in RMS sense, as will be analysed in the following. For example, it provides remarkably more accurate estimates than FastSLAM for beacons 5, 6 and 7 with the anchor point PDR.
We also show the averaged RMS error for estimated beacon positions by the algorithms, considering 5 iterations of the IPLF, in the experiments in in Table IV . Considering all experiments, we can see that the application of several iterations of the IPLF, using SLR, in combination with backward simulation usually provide the lowest errors. Importantly, just running backward simulation and applying the UKF (one IPLF iteration) increases the error with respect to the FastSLAM filtering solution. This highlights the importance of performing iterations in the IPLF in highly nonlinear settings. In general, the PDR based on anchor points provides lower errors than the PDR based on the smartphone IMU, as trajectory reconstruction is more accurate using anchor points. In addition, the improvement of PLB-SLAM with respect to forward filtering (FastSLAM) is higher with the anchor point PDR and can be quite significant. The highest improvement in RMS error with respect to forward filtering using SLR is 91 cm for Experiment 5 and anchor point PDF. In addition, with SLR, there is over a 50 cm reduction in averaged RMS error for the beacon positions in Experiment 2 (anchor point PDR), Experiment 3 (anchor point PDR), Experiment 4 (anchor point PDR), and Experiment 5 (both PDRs). For smartphone PDR and SLR, there is a reduction in the RMS error of PLB-SLAM with respect to FastSLAM higher than 20 cm for all experiments, except for Experiment 1. Though this difference is smaller than with anchor point PDR, it is still substantial. The IEKS performs very well in some scenarios, such as Experiment 1 and 5, but it performs considerably worse than PLB-SLAM in Experiment 2, 3 and 4. On average, PLB-SLAM is the best performing algorithm.
B. Experiments With Wi-Fi Access Points
In these experiments, we perform SLAM to map the locations of Wi-Fi access points on one floor in a transport hub in Helsinki, Finland. The data have been collected by the company IndoorAtlas. In this data, a pedestrian with an LG Nexus 5X smartphone measures RSSI from Wi-Fi access points. The data also contains accurate trajectory information obtained by a proprietary IndoorAtlas algorithm based on PDR and map matching. As in the previous experiments, we use this trajectory information to create the odometry measurements, as odometry is not the topic of this paper.
We consider four experiments, for which the agent trajectories are shown in Figure 7 . The lengths of the four trajectories are The rest of the parameters of the filters are as in the previous experiments and we consider 300 particles in forward filtering and backward simulation. The previous SLAM algorithms are run on the four experiments and we estimate the location of the Wi-Fi access points.
As we do not know the true locations of the Wi-Fi access points, we cannot compute the error with respect to the ground truth, as in the previous examples. Instead, we compute the loglikelihood of the resulting estimates for the fourth experiment, assuming that the agent trajectory is perfectly known and using the measurement model (38) . The more accurate the positions of the Wi-Fi access points are estimated, the log-likelihood is expected to be higher as the estimated sensor positions explain the data better.
The resulting log-likelihoods for the estimated positions in each experiment are shown in Table V . The best performing algorithm is PLB-SLAM with SLR and the application of IPLF iterations. The worst performing algorithm in this data set is the IEKS.
Therefore, we can conclude that, on the whole, PLB-SLAM has important benefits compared to other SLAM algorithms in batch problems, as demonstrated by simulated data and two sets of experimental data with different sensors.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed the posterior linearisation backward SLAM algorithm as a batch solution to the SLAM problem. PLB-SLAM is based on approximate RaoBlackwellised particle smoothing and the posterior linearisation technique to obtain accurate approximation of the PDFs of the agent trajectory and the landmark map. The higher performance of PLB-SLAM compared to FastSLAM comes from two aspects: 1) PLB-SLAM uses backward simulation to obtain nondegenerate trajectory samples and 2) PLB-SLAM makes use of the iterated posterior linearisation filter rather than a sigma-point Kalman filter to obtain the conditional PDFs of the beacon position given the trajectory samples.
We have shown the benefits of PLB-SLAM in relation to Fast-SLAM and the IEKS for batch SLAM problems using simulations and experiments with smarthphones, Bluetooth beacons, and Wi-Fi access points.
Using the Rao-Blackwellised particle filtering approximation, see (15) , and considering we have drawn a samplex k+1:K , see 
which proves Proposition 2.
APPENDIX B
In this appendix, we prove Proposition 3. Given the linearised measurement model (29) , using the information filter update equation [43, Sec. 6 .3], we have that
where l 
We can derive an alternative expresion that avoids inverting L k making use of the following two identities. We first have that, by the matrix determinant lemma,
On the other hand, by the matrix inversion lemma, we have
Then, plugging (56) and (57) into (55) and removing the factors that do not depend on i, we obtain (30).
